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software: [04:53]. Deciphering The

Details Of The CIA Stash Of Fake Bin
Laden Papers Let's play a game. It's

called "Name That Gitmo, Part Deux." The
US government is spending millions of

dollars on an elaborate attempt to
convince the world that Osama bin Laden

is alive and that he is hiding out in an
underground lair somewhere in Pakistan.
And, although it has garnered very little
mainstream attention, the hagiography

that the CIA has produced in the process
has raised some serious questions about
the agency's internal culture. Questions

like: Why have several of the major
players in the last several years been
lured to their deaths by the very CIA
officers who promised to keep them
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alive? And, furthermore, why do the CIA's
own memos and videos indicate that the
agency knew in advance that their star

informant — Ali Soufan — was planning to
kill himself after the agency's promise to
protect him was shattered? And why did
the CIA rescue a man whom the agency
believed was a member of Al Qaeda but

was in fact an innocent petty drug dealer,
and why did the CIA lie about that to the
FBI? And, furthermore, why did the CIA

involve a far-right paramilitary group, the
Free Syrian Army, in the plot to rescue

the false bin Laden in Syria? And why did
a
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